New ways to leave your mark.

Doxense’s family of printing and copying solutions
have continued to expand to meet the needs of their
customers and partners:

For over 20 years, some of the largest and
most complex organizations in the world
have depended on Doxense to improve
their document security while reducing
their printing and copying expenses.
Doxense’s mission is to help its clients
achieve their productivity, profitability
and environmental objectives through
the optimal use of their existing printing,
copying, and scanning infrastructure.
On November 2018, Doxense has signed
a merger protocol with Sages Informatique,
editor of Zeendoc, the cloud solution for
document management, process automation
and dematerialization.

Print Management
and Print Release
Watchdoc is the flagship Doxense software product –
offering Print Management and Print Release capabilities
that seamlessly and transparently integrate into your
Windows Print Server architecture providing secure,
privacy-compliant solutions that are easy-to-use while
reducing IT administration.

Device Management
and Supplies Fulfillment
Doxense has taken Watchdoc’s multi-vendor device
management expertise and turned it into Focalist – a
multi-tenant, cloud-based fleet management offering.
Focalist targets partners and customers that require
full-featured device management and supplies
fulfillment capabilities across multi-vendor printer and
copier environments.

by Sages Informatique

Document Management
Process Automation
Zeendoc edited by Sages Informatique is a cloud-based
solution designed and developed to help companies
retrieve and share information more efficiently.
For more than 15 years Zeendoc has been helping
companies analyze and manage their documents
more efficiently, to get the best out of the information
they contain. Zeendoc managed information is secure,
intuitive and highly available through its cloud-based
architecture.

Doxense Partners

Doxense by the numbers

Manufacturers

60+

partners in 7 countries

1,000s

customers

>17,000

print servers

>250,000

devices

Doxense has technology and API-level relationships with
all of the leading manufactures. This enables Doxense to
have embedded solutions in thousands of di erent device
types – all with a common user experience. This also allows
unsurpassed data accuracy across a broad range of devices.

2,000,000

users

20B+

pages/year

Resellers / Consulting Partners

Doxense has resellers and integrators in Europe, United-States,

the operationnal support to their customers.
Otherwise, Doxense has initiatived an ecosystem around the
management and rationalisation of printing, this
allows you ti be accompagnied by consultants

Customer Needs

Enterprises regardless of their size are looking to implement
Print Management solutions for their fleet of multi-vendor
printers and copiers. Below, some illustrations at large
companies scale:
• Document security – organizations have invested
heavily to secure their digital assets. That
security ends once an electronic file is converted
to a paper-based document. Paper-based output
needs to be protected and that protection needs
to be easy-to-use and link to their corporate
authentication systems.
• Printing Flexibility / Mobile Worker
– large
organizations have open floor plans and shared
network printers. They require their users to
have access to all of the devices and all of their
features. Additionally, mobile workers need to
easily print to any device in any office.
• Cost Savings / Waste Reduction / Environmental
Savings – many documents are printed and
never retrieved or re-printed multiple times.
Organizations want to reduce this waste and
gain the associated cost savings. They can also
use these reductions as part of their Social
Responsibility initiatives.
Additionally, any software solution deployed by large
enterprises needs to be:
Enterprise Ready – solutions must be flexible to
meet the needs of large, complex networks. They
must be easy to install and maintain and be both
secure and privacy-compliant.
Easy-to-use – for a solution to be embraced
by the end-users, it must be easy-to-use. With
thousands of users, the solution cannot be
complex, require little training, and not impact
process of their day-to-day tasks.
Innovation is a key requirement for new solutions
to increase end-user acceptance. The use of
mobile technology is a key area of innovation.

Watchdoc Features

Watchdoc is a full featured, multi-vendor Print
Management solution targeting any size of company
customers. Watchdoc reduces cost, reduces waste
and helps to save the environment.
Key features include:
Print Release
• Document security
• Badge or password authentication to your
Active Directory system
• Cost and environment savings through
waste reduction
• Full support for mobile workers
Control
• Full visibility of your printing and copying
environment
• End-user access to My Account page for
their printing profile
• Voluntary / enforced Print Policy
• Built-in reports plus simple database
schema for custom reports
Enterprise Ready Software
• No workstation software required – easy to
install and maintain
• Massively scalable with Primary / Replica
architecture
• Highly secure – uses standard Windows
services (IIS, AD, SQL, SNMP)
• Fully GDPR-compliant
• Enterprise experienced consulting backed
by automated installation tools
Easy-to-Use
• Standard printing process – no workstation
software to learn to use
• Common user experience across a range of
MFP manufacturers and models
• My Account page for each user to see their
printing profile
Innovation
• Tracking of printing and copying expenses
in real time, with the related environmental impact.
• Mobile authentication and print release
• Watchdoc Inter-Server Printing
eases
configuration changes

—
The options

WSC
Watchdoc® Supervision Console
—
Watchdoc® Supervision Console provides the ability to
operate a central control point, monitoring, and
configurating all your Watchdoc® servers for easy
management on a daily basis.
With WSC, supervision is made dynamically.
Consolidated alerts can be planned and regular emails
sent.
Exclusive on the market, this console also enables
administrators to view on a real time basis the status
of all the printer/copier devices and servers. Enabling
a centralised maintenance on complex
infrastructures.

WRS
Watchdoc® for Reporting Services
—
A set of 22 pre-configured reports for SQL Reporting
Services provides a detailed analysis of the regular
trends in the printing activity. These reports can be
regularly generated and emailed to the client, or can
be integrated into their intranet without using the
Report Services solution provided by Microsoft via SQL
Server. It also gives the ability to send reports to

Watchdoc SkyPrint® : mobile printing
—
Print from any mobile device and receive your
printouts securely from the closest printing device in
the vicinity and store the related data
Submission by email on virtual queues
Secure recovery of work on a local device
Management of guest accounts
Usage Statistics
Print on demand
From a laptop, smartphone, tablet or any other mobile
device!

Paybox connector
—
® adapts to the demand of students in
Watchdoc®
schools and universities and gives them the option to
increase their quota for all their printing needs via the
online site Paybox, paying by credit card.
It really is a revolution for students!

Watchdoc ScanCare® : capture of documents
—
Transform your MFP into an input device : scan,
organise, measure and manage your scans instantly.
Main features of the module:
Scan to E-mail
Scan to Folder
Scan to personal account
Scan to FTP
Improved image
Text recognition
Indexing

Customer and Partner Needs

Enterprise customers and partners have similar
needs for managing networked printers and copiers
from multiple manufacturers.

Enterprise customers have large, complex

networks with many remote locations. You require:
• Accuracy – complete accuracy is required
for device inventory, page counts and meter
readings. Most organizations don’t have the
resources to manually create reports and need
easy and flexible ways to accurately present this
information.
• Simple infrastructure – your IT department
needs to do more with less. You do not have the
time nor priority for complex Device and Print
Management systems. You require secure, cloudbased solutions with the simplest agents residing
within your firewall.
• Automation – you need to keep your employees
focused on value-added tasks and automate the
redundant tasks of device inventory, real-time
data collection, reporting, and the ordering and
delivery of supplies.

Partners need to manage multiple customer’s

networks and provide full Managed Print Services
(MPS) offerings. In addition to the enterprise customer
needs, partners also require:
• Simple infrastructure that is easy to maintain
on the customer’s site and multi-tenant host
application to support multiple customers.
• Automation – partners want to leverage their
existing services and supplies fulfillment
infrastructure in a fully automated way.
• Customer Contracts – partners require easy
set-up, configuration and maintenance of your
customer’s MPS contracts.

Focalist Features

Focalist meets the needs of its customers and
partners who want to manage multi-vendor fleet(s)
of devices in a true multi-tenant SaaS environment.
Key features include:
 Device discovery and inventory – Focalist
monitors your network to give an accurate and
real-time inventory of devices.
 Accurate counters and reporting – Doxense
have technology agreements with all major
manufacturers and years of experience in
providing accurate page counts and meter
readings within 20 built-in reports.
 Proactive supplies management – Focalist
links device, consumables, and customer
contract information to real-time supplieslevel monitoring – providing proactive supplies
alerts and direct supplies fulfillment.
 Real-time device alerts and maintenance –
real-time monitoring catches device failures
and links to trouble-ticketing systems for
automated maintenance.
 Powerful customer contract configuration –
Focalist has simple, yet powerful, customer
contract configuration that automates the
complex monthly billing process.
 Simple data collection agent – only a simple
data collection software agent is required
within your firewall, all other functions are
contained in the secure and privacy-compliant
cloud-based application.

Customer and Partner Needs

Whether you are a small business or a workgroup
within a very large organization, your needs for
managing documents and the information within
those documents are the same.
• Save time – you are constantly challenged to do
more with less. You are challenged to find ways
to decrease the amount of time your employees
spend on low-value tasks.
• Save money – most companies are already
spending significant amounts of money trying
to manage their information. You need to find
inexpensive solutions that actually solve your
problems.
• Instant access – your organization’s information
should be your one of your biggest assets. You
need to have instant access to those assets at
any time, from anywhere, on any type of device.
• Leverage all of your information
– You should
base your business decision on all of the
information available to you – paper-based,
email, attachments, etc. You shouldn’t be held
back due to lost or forgotten documents.
• Security and privacy – any solution that you
implement needs to be secure in protecting your
documents and ensure compliance with privacy
laws.
• No infrastructure – in today’s connect world, you
shouldn’t need to install software and storage for
your documents – you need to leverage a secure,
cloud-based solution.

Zeendoc Features

Zeendoc is a SaaS solution designed to manage all
of the documents in your small business or large
workgroup. Key features include:
Document Management – Zeendoc provides
full document management capabilities:
document submission, automatic sorting and
document classification, capture of indexing
information contained within the document,
document storage, search and retrieval.
Cloud-based solution – Zeendoc is a secure
and privacy-compliant solution with multiple
hosting facilities for fail-over and disaster
recovery – there is nothing installed on your
network and all user and administrative
functions are accessed easily through a webbrowser.
Instant access – Zeendoc gives you instant
access to all types of document types
(paper-based, emails, attachments, etc.)
from all types of devices (computer, tablet,
smartphone).

Zeendoc has over 35,000 users ,
storing over 37 million pages of
information. A recent study of
thousands of Zeendoc users found
that 80%
save money
and over 80%
save
time with Zeendoc.

About Doxense
—
Doxense has provided printing and copying software
solutions since 2005 from their headquarters in Lille,
France. At that time, they already had seven years
experience with their Print Management product –
Watchdoc. Doxense has customers and a reseller
network across Europe, the United States, Asia, the
Middle East, Russia and Africa.
Its imaging solutions are proven to generate
substantial savings, regardless of the customer sector,
activity or size. Doxense solutions are compatible with
all of the major manufacturers, providing end-users
with a common user experience. Its printing solutions
are secure and privacy-compliant that are easy-to-use
while reducing IT administration.

—

www.doxense.com
T +33 (0)3 62 21 14 00
F +33 (0)3 62 21 14 01
E contact@doxense.com
—
France – Lille – Head office
47 avenue de Flandre
59290 Wasquehal

—
France– Paris
9 rue Saint-Fiacre
75002 Paris

—
United Kingdom
10 Queen Street Place
London EC4R 1AG
T +33 (0)6 35 32 36 60

—
Germany
Hauptstrasse 183
44892 Bochum
T +33 (0)6 35 32 36 60

